
15-441: Computer Networks

Homework 3

Assigned: Oct 29, 2013
Due: Nov 12, 2013 1:30 PM in class

Name: Andrew ID:

1 TCP

1. Suppose an established TCP connection exists between sockets A and B. A third party, M, has eaves-
dropped and knows the current sequence number at both ends.

(a) (3 points) Suppose the connection is synchronized but idle, i.e., neither A nor B is sending at the
moment, and M sends A a forged packet ostensibly from B with 100 bytes of new data. What
happens — will A accept the forged data? (Hint: Search RFC 793 for “acceptable ACK” and
“reset generation”.)

(b) (3 points) Now suppose, in the scenario from (a), that B sends A 100 bytes at the same time M
does, but that A receives M’s packet first. Now what happens?
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Units
1 B 8 bits
1 MB 106 bytes
1 Mbps 106 bits per second

2. You are hired to design a reliable byte-stream protocol that uses a sliding window (like TCP). Your
protocol will run in a 10 Mbps network with an RTT of 50 ms and a maximum segment lifetime of 30
seconds. How many bits would you allocate in your header for the following fields? (Remember, this
is a byte-stream protocol, so sequence numbers and window sizes are expressed in terms of bytes, not
packets.)

(a) (4 points) The AdvertisedWindow field? Why?

(b) (4 points) The SequenceNum field? Why?
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3. (18 points) The figure below shows the size of a TCP Reno sender’s congestion window over time. Use
the figure to answer the following questions. (Partial credit for incorrect answers will be given only if
you include a brief — and correct — explanation.)

(a) During which time intervals is the connection in slow start?

(b) During which time intervals is the connection in congestion avoidance?

(c) During which transmission round is the 100th segment sent?
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(d) After the 16th transmission round, is segment loss detected by a triple duplicate ACK or by a
timeout?

(e) After the 22nd transmission round, is segment loss detected by a triple duplicate ACK or by a
timeout?

(f) What is the value of ssthresh during the 4th round?

(g) What is the value of ssthresh during the 20th round?

(h) What is the value of ssthresh during the 25th round?

(i) If the connection were using TCP Tahoe, how big would the congestion window be at the start of
the 17th round? What would the ssthresh be?
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4. Consider a single TCP (Reno) connection using a 3 Mbps link which does not buffer any data. Suppose
that this is the bottleneck link between the pair of hosts. Assume the TCP sender has a huge file to
send to the receiver and the receiver’s receive buffer is much larger than the congestion window. We
make the following simplifying assumptions:

• Each TCP segment size is 1500 bytes

• The RTT of the connection is 100 ms

• The TCP connection is always in congestion avoidance (ignore slow start)

(a) (4 points) What is the maximum window size (in segments) that this TCP connection can achieve?

(b) (4 points) What is the average window size (in segments) and average throughput (in bps) of this
TCP connection?

(c) (4 points) How long would it take for this TCP connection to reach its maximum window size again
after recovering from a packet loss?
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2 Web

5. In the topology shown below, machine A is a desktop client, S is a Web server, N is a name server (but
not the authoritative name server for S), C is a Web cache, and R is a router. Client A is configured to
use Web cache C for all requests (assume that the Web cache resolves the name for any Web server and
that the client is configured with the IP address of the cache). All wires/links are ethernet segments.

A

N C

R

S

(a) (6 points) The user on machine A requests the web page http://S/index.html. The table below
shows a number of messages sent/received in servicing this request (this is not necessarily a complete
list of all packets). In addition, there are a few bogus packets that are never sent/received. The
packets are not listed in temporal order — fill in the order column to indicate the order in which
each packet was sent/received (1=first, 2=second, etc.). Place an X in the order column if the
packet is bogus.

Assume the following:

• All the machines were just booted and their associated caches (ARP, DNS, Web, persistent
connection) are all empty

• http://S/index.html fits in a single packet

• Persistent HTTP connections are used among A, C, and S (i.e. you should assume that once
any connection between these hosts is established it is never closed)

ID Src Dst Src Port Dst Port Protocol Contents Order

1 C DNS root DNS UDP query for S
2 A C Web Cache TCP GET http://S/index.html
3 N DNS root DNS UDP query for S
4 C S HTTP TCP SYN
5 C S HTTP TCP GET index.html
6 S A HTTP TCP index.html
7 A broadcast ARP who is R
8 C A Web Cache TCP index.html
9 N C DNS UDP address for S
10 S C HTTP TCP index.html

(b) (4 points) Assume that the client A has no Web or DNS cache and that cache C has no DNS
cache. However, all other cacheable information is cached. On a subsequent request for http://S/
index.html which of the messages from part (a) would be eliminated? (Use the ID column to name
the messages.)
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3 P2P

6. David is designing a distributed hash table with n nodes. The table will store values with m-bit keys;
each node in the DHT has an ID obtained by hashing the node’s name (e.g., ID1 = h("node1")). He is
considering two schemes for assigning key-value pairs to nodes responsible for storing them:

Scheme 1: Use consistent hashing. The node responsible for key k is the first node whose ID is equal
to or follows k in the identifier space (modulo 2m).

Scheme 2: Order the nodes numerically by their IDs. If a node’s position in this ranking is r (where
r ∈ [0, n)), it is responsible for keys in the range

[
r
n · 2

m, r+1
n · 2

m
)
.

A quick example: n = 2, m = 4, ID0 = 13, ID1 = 2:

0 24-1

Node 0

Scheme 1

Node 1Node 1

0 24-1

Node 1

Scheme 2

Node 0

(a) (2 points) What is one advantage of scheme 1?

(b) (2 points) What is one advantage of scheme 2?
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(c) (0 points) NOTE: This part is extra credit; you can earn up to 8 points.

Consider a new node joining the DHT (for a new total of n+1). On average, for each scheme, what
fraction of the key space will be assigned to a different node as a result? For simplicity, assume the
following:

• The new node’s ID is higher than any current node’s ID.

• The IDs of the current nodes are evenly distributed: IDi = (i/n)(2m).

(Hint: It may be helpful to try to quantify how much of the key space node i loses.)
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4 Wireshark + TCP

7. (10 points) In this question you will use Wireshark to explore TCP.

1. If you haven’t already installed Wireshark, download a copy at http://www.wireshark.org.

2. Go to http://gaia.cs.umass.edu/wireshark-labs/TCP-wireshark-file1.html and download
the linked copy of Alice in Wonderland.

3. Start a Wireshark trace; follow the instructions on the lab page to upload the file you just down-
loaded; stop the Wireshark trace.

4. In the trace, select one of the packets in your file upload TCP stream. Generate a sequence number
plot by choosing Statistics > TCP StreamGraph > Time-Sequence Graph (Stevens).

Include your sequence number plot with your assignment. Indicate where your connection is in slow
start and where it is in congestion avoidance. Also indicate any packet losses. (Note: It is possible you
will neither experience a packet loss nor leave slow start.)
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